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Raw Real Talk
{Be Inspired by Humanity}
Humanity should be first nature to all of us, but unfortunately we live in
a world where crisis exist because people make unhealthy decisions. If we as a
people learn to love one another and be more compassionate toward our
fellowman, the world would be more peaceful.
What is humanity? Humanity is the quality or state of being human
and or humane. What does it mean to be humane? To be humane means to
have compassion, sympathy, empathy, and or consideration for others.
Humanity is indeed a choice and humanity should be practiced with
freewill. No one should have to force you to be humane. However, learning
creative ways to express humanity is encouraged. The cliché rule of thumb, do
unto others as you would have them do unto you.

{Humanity Builds Positive Relationships}
Can humanity bring about world peace? Yes. World peace means
everyone in existence globally is humane toward one another. Creating positive
relationships advocates positive behavior. To have positive behavior means you
are demonstrating loving actions. If mankind loved one another unconditionally
world crisis would not exist. Loving unconditionally means loving without
conditions or judgment. Humanity is an energy that ignites world peace.

World Peace
There are more positive people in the world than negative people and
world peace is a force to be reckoned with. However, peace can be disturbed, if
we as a people do not make peace with our fellowman. Take responsibility for
your actions and react peacefully. Eliminate war with peace. War goes beyond
armed states and nations. War is when you are in conflict or opposites with
your fellowman verbally, physically, mentally, and or spiritually.
To be at peace means to a have a positive state of mind and freedom
from disputes. Peace means the absence from mental stress and anxiety. Be at
peace with oneself and therefore, you can bring peace to the world.
There are many ways you can stimulate peace—you can join or create
peace rallies or form positive enlightenment groups.

{Make World Peace an Epidemic!}
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World Crisis on The Rise
Everybody identify with crisis differently. Nonetheless, the majority of
the crisis is caused by inhumanity. It does not matter what your color, culture,
and or creed, you are affected by world crisis.
World Crisis comes in many forms: Racism, Poverty, War, Disease,
Crime, Prejudices, and Murder. You have other crisis that stems from these
problems, but primarily these seven acts of destruction catapults world crisis;
which results to negative behavior and a negative outcome.
When you display Inhumanity it means you lack compassion for
others. When you are inhumane you ignite hatred.

{Do not create problems create solutions.}

INHUMANITY
IS
{A} WEAPON
OF
MASS
DESTRUCTION

World crisis exist because of the destruction of man (mankind). What
does destruction mean? Destruction means the act of destroying. What does
destroying mean? Destroying means to damage. And that is what we do daily
as a people—we destroy lives and disregard our fellowman and destruction is
an act of inhumanity. When you Rob, Kill, Rape, Beat, Disrespect,
Abandon, Misuse, Abuse, Lie, Manipulate, Bully, and Ostracize (exclude)
your neighbor (fellowman) you are exemplifying inhumanity.
Take a moment and think about the various crises and destructive
situations going on in the world today—the mass majority of the global crisis,
the burden should be placed in the hands of man. Why? Because of the lack of
love we have for ourselves and for our fellowman (mankind).
Poverty would not exist if, your fellowman was willing to let go of
Greed. War would not exist if, mankind was willing to let go of Power.
Racism would not exist if, mankind was willing to let go of Control. Disease
would not exist if, mankind was willing to let go of Hatred. Crime would not
exist if, mankind was willing to let go of Jealousy. Prejudices would not exist
if, mankind was willing to let go of Judgment. Murder would not exist if,
mankind was willing to let go of Fear.
Unfortunately, in today’s world we have people that do cruel
inhumane acts that affect all of us as a people. Inhumanity affects each and
every one of us and it does not matter what’s your ethnic background or
where you come from…You are surrounded by inhumanity and inhumanity
is the deadliest virus in existence. When you hear about murder, racism,
poverty, war, disease, crime, and prejudices, how does it make You feel? Are
you a problem starter or a solution giver? Are you Humane or Inhumane?
Everyone has experienced or knows someone who has experienced
one or more of these inhumane acts—Murder is inhumane. Racism is
inhumane. Poverty is inhumane. War is inhumane. Disease is inhumane.
Crime is inhumane. Prejudices are inhumane. And, when you perform any of
those acts, you are feeding The Belly of The Beast and Who Is The Beast?
{The Beast Is Inhumanity.}

{Make Inhumanity A Thing Of The Past…}
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